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1. INTRODUCTION 
Nirenberg and Treves have introduced a condition for principal-type pseudo- 
differential operators [14]. This condition, called Y, is imposed on the principal 
symbol. They showed that this condition is equivalent to local solvability in 
the analytic case, and is necessary in many other cases [14, 151. Beals and 
Fefferman have shown that Y is sufficient for operators whose symbol is sym- 
metric under reflection through the zero section of the cotangent bundle [2], 
The question of equivalence of this condition and local solvability remains 
unsettled. 
Here we shall reformulate Y in topological terms. More specifically, Y is a 
condition on the principal symbol p near its zero set. Considering p as a map 
from the cotangent bundle to the complex numbers C, we shall show that Y 
is equivalent to the nonpositivity of the winding number of p on a special class 
of closed curves. But, winding numbers are homotopy invariants. So, we shall 
discuss the homology classes of these curves and the resulting topological 
version of Y. 
As a consequence of this reformulation we shall have a distinctly different 
proof of the invariance theorem of [15]. We hope that this new proof will give 
further insight into the local solvability in the unsettled cases. It does clarify 
the behavior of complex principal-type symbols when they have complicated 
zero sets. 
Another consequence of this reformulation is a proof of the equivalence of Y 
and local solvability when the principal symbol is submersive near its zero set. 
This has long been known in the noninvolutive case and explicit constructions 
are possible [3]. It remains to extend such explicit constructions to the more 
natural submersive case. 
,4nother “winding number” version of Y has been given by Treves [20]. 
His basic theme was to show that the noninvolutive symbols were dense in the 
general space of symbols. This leads to a version of Y even in the non-principal- 
type case. For various reasons we have restricted our attention to the principal- 
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type case, but it may be possible to define the proper curves on which to check 
winding numbers for his limit spaces. The essential idea seems to be one oj 
replacing general position symbols by general position curves in the cotangent 
bundle, for a fixed symbol. 
In closing, we should note that this paper has existed in preliminary form 
for several years. It would be difficult to delineate the numerous remarks, 
suggestions, and criticisms that have been received. We are deeply grateful for 
them all. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A symplectic manifold ,Z is a smooth manifold with a closed nondegenerate 
2-form (T called the symplectic form. Z has even dimension 2n and (TV is a 
volume form. Symplectic maps are smooth maps which preserve symplectic 
forms. The nondegeneracy condition forces symplectic maps to be immersions. 
The adjective canonical is frequently used in place of symplectic, especially 
when one is using local coordinates. 
The prototype symplectic manifold is C’” = R” @ iRn with the two form 
where x = [ + Z.X is the n-tuple of coordinate functions. Darboux’s theorem 
gives that every symplectic manifold is locally symplectically diffeomorphic to 
an open set in C”. The corresponding real coordinates (E, X) are called local 
canonical coordinates. 
The most common examples are cotangent bundles T*(M) of a smooth 
manifold M (phase space) and open subsets thereof. I f  x is an zz-tuple of local 
coordinates on M and (f, X) are the corresponding local coordinates on T*M, 
then these are canonical. The fiber coordinates are taken first so that motions 
in Hamiltonian mechanics are properly oriented. One then has that a vector 
field on lW agrees with the Hamiltonian vector field of its symbol on T*M. 
For a symplectic manifold 2, there is a natural isomorphism between T”Z 
and TZ given by <CL, T) = o(T, &) for a one form 01 and a vector field T. The 
images of the closed one forms are tailed Hanziltofzian sector jields, and in the 
exact case (which is the same locally) we write H, for ;i”; 9 is called a (local) 
Hamiltonian for H, and is unique up to a constant. In many cases one has some 
local symplectic (or canonical) coordinates (4, X) and then 
By definition of H, and d$, 
ff,+ = @m , 6) = o(H, HA = -f&y. 
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This skew bilinear forln on C=(Z) is called the P&sJ-on bracket and is denoted 
{p, $1. It is straightforward computation to show that this makes C~(M) into 
a Lie algebra and that H is a homomorphism: H;,,,) = [H, , &,]. 
So far, we have not assumed that our functions and vectors are real valued. 
If  p) is a real function, then E&, is a real vector field and has integral curves in 2 
through each point called bicharacteristics of v. The corresponding flow on .Z 
is called the Hamiltonian flow of v  and is a one parameter pseudogroup af 
symplectic difFeomorphisms. This flow leaves the level sets of q~ invariant since 
H,g, -= 0. The fixed points of this flow occur where H, = 0, i.e., where dv = 0. 
More generally, consider R functions p1 ,..., qua in involution; i.e., {sji , vi> = 0 
for all i, j. Their level sets are invariant under the corresponding Hamiltonian 
fiows. When their differentials are independent, their level sets are subman.ifolds 
appropriately named inaolutiz~e and are foliated. This means that the tangenr 
bundles have locally integrable k-dimensioned subbundles spanned by NW, on 
which u vanishes. 
In contrast, a submanifold is called nomk.~olutirx if o does not vanish identically 
on each tangent space. Thus a submanifold which is not involutive has a non- 
involutive relatively open subset. There are many very interesting submanifolds 
which are neither involutive nor noninvolutive. These do have an important 
bearing on the issues of concern here, but it will be far simpler to work with 
the Lie algebra P(Z) directly. 
ActualIy, we shall be interested mainly in pairs of real functions y, $. Where 
they are not in involution: El,, and H$ are independent (since 0 f  (SD, $1 =: 
o(Ha, H&) = H&J). Thus, near such points, their level sets are submanifolds 
of codimension 2, and Ha and H* are transversal. Put differently, noninvolutive 
v, 3 are characterized by the property that the Hamiltonian flow of one is 
transversal to the level manifolds of the other. Another \vay of stating this Is 
that the plane bundle spanned by H, and He is oriented by G. This bundle is 
the natural normal bundle in T.Z to level manifolds of F + Z$ arising from the 
isomorphism from T*Z to TZ induced by CT. 
In contrast, when g, and # are in involution, cr vanishes on this normal bundle. 
For example, when 2 = Cs, 5, and 5, are in involution. [I = fz = ir is an 
involutive manifold through 0 with normal bundle spanned by ii/&, and Zj&, ) 
which are o orthogonal. General position transversals at 0 do not provide an 
orientation to this normal bundle since, for example, ~(a/&, : (Zji3x,) + 
~(a/Zt,)) = a can have either sign as n + 0. It is easy to modify this example 
to show that general position transversals do not have a well-defined orientation 
at noninvolutive points as well. The orientation there is -n-e11 defined near the 
normal bundle. Thus, when q~ and I/J are not in involution, we can in some cases 
use general posizion normal bundles to orient normal bundles at involutive points. 
To be more explicit assume (97, #> > 0 on Z: (In general, this must hold ‘on 
a component of the set where p and # are noninvolutive, if at all.) At each 
x E Z, H&J > 0, so $J increases on the bicharacteristic of F through x which 
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in turn lies in g, = T(X). By skew symmetry, 9 decreases on the bicharacteristic 
of ZJ through x which in turn lies in 9 = #(x). The map p = r,.~ + i# is a sub- 
mersion of Z to C and takes these bicharacteristics into lines parallel to the 
real and imaginary axes. p in particular preserves the orientation of the normal 
bundle of p = p(x), i.e., the complex line bundle of H, . 
FIGURE 2.1 
Where p fails to be a submersion, the above geometric description breaks 
down. Our main task is to remedy that problem. To illustrate our remedy, 
consider the case where the noninvolutive points are in general position. At 
a noninvolutive point 2, p is orientation preserving i f f  for sufficiently small 
normal closed curves in z\{p =p(~)}, p p reserves the winding number. The 
winding number in 2 for such a local curve is well defined when it is the 
boundary of a 2-cell which is normal to p =P(x) and is oriented by u. Thus, 
since these curves are in general position, we can say that p is orientation 
preserving around p = E, OL EC, if it preserves the winding numbers of the 
subgroup M of H,(p f  LX) generated by these curves. (Keep in mind that the 
image of N under p, is in H,(C\ol).) 
Obviously, the condition 0 > 2{~, 4) = i{p, $} is the generic version of the 
reversal of orientation of p near its level sets. 
In our above illustration &” C i?Hz(Z, p # CL). s’ mce fl orients general position 
parts of elements of H,(Z, p f  ol), although not consistently, we have a concept 
of preservation of orientation and winding numbers. However, we have excluded 
the presence of large sets where g, and 4 are involutive. Our general discussion 
will take this into account. 
For more detailed discussions of the basic properties of symplectic manifolds 
and Hamiltonians see [I, 4, 18, 191. 
3. RELATION TO DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In the study of linear partial or pseudo-differential equations on a manifold M, 
Z = FM\0 = complement of the zero section. The functions of interest are 
the so-called principal symbols [8]. Th ese are homogeneous with respect to 
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positive scaling on the fibers, and some authors prefer to consider them on a 
cosphere bundle. However, we shall extensively use the Lie algebra structure 
of Cm(Z), and the choice of the cosphere together with the various degrees of 
homogeneity unnecessarily obscures the discussion. We note in passing, however, 
that the symbols of degree 1 form a Lie subalgebra of C=(C). If  a problem in 
differential equations has been reduced to a problem where the operators have 
degree 1, considerations on a cosphere bundle become natural and in some cases 
clarity is improved. 
Many of the major difficulties in the study of solvability of linear pseudo- 
differential equations center on the behavior of the principal symbol p near its 
zero set [7, 9, 14, 15, 171. Where p is nonzero, it is called elliptic. One can 
construct partial inverses from p near such points [IO, .13]. 
The simplest nonelliptic case occurs when p is real and dp + 0 where p = 0. 
Such functions are said to have real principle type. The set p = 0 is an oriented 
submanifold of codimension 1, and is foliated by its bicharacteristic curves. 
p = 0 is called the characteristic manifold of the equation and its leaves are 
called the null bicharacteristics (of p). Under the additional assumption that 
H, is not tangent to a radial line in a fiber, one can again construct partial 
inverses from p near such points [l I]. 
For complex p, i(p, p} > 0 somewhere on p = 0 implies that solvability 
fails in any open set U of AT under such points [3, 6, 91. If  p is noninvolutive 
(on p = 0), then the corresponding equation is locally solvable i f f  i(p, p) < 0 
when p = 0 [3]. In fact, one can construct a partial inverse corresponding to 
these points on p = 0 where p reverses orientation. 
The case where p is a submersion near p = 0 can be settled as follows. If  
each component of p = 0 were involutive or noninvolutive, then combining 
the above with [3, 111 we would have that local solvability is equivalent to 
i{p,p)<Oonp=O. 
Suppose there were a component of p = 0 which was neither involutive 
nor noninvolutive. Then there are points where i(p, fi} # 0, but the sign is in 
general variable. (Such is the case for p = E1 + i(f, -1 ~r~5.J. i(p,p3 = 4x,f, , 
and p = 0 i f f  .$I = 0 and f, = -x1”&. p is submersive. The two components 
of p = 0 in 2 are determined by the sign & . (Recall that 5 # 0 on Z.) On the 
component where & > 0, the orientation of the normal plane to p = 0 is 
reversed when xi changes sign.) I f  both signs occur, the normal bund!e cannot 
be globally oriented and i{p, p} > 0 somewhere. Thus again solvability fails. 
I f  the normal bundle of this component is oriented and p preserves orientation, 
then again i{p, p> > 0 somewhere and solvability fails. I f  the normal bundle of 
such components are oriented and p reverses orientation, then we shall slightly 
modify the argument of Nirenberg and Treves [lS] to show that local solvabilit>i 
holds (see Theorem 6.1). 
TKEORE~~ 3.1. If the principal symbol p is s-ubmersive on p = 0 a?zd the 
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normal bundle is not tangent to JLibeF radii, then local solvability holds ~3 each 
component of p = 0 which is not involutive is negatively oriented by p. 
Nirenberg and Treves have introduced a condition called Y which they 
conjecture is equivalent to local solvability. We shall show in Theorem 5.1 
that this is equivalent to the statement that the winding number of p on each 
positively oriented, normal, closed curve around p = 0 is not positive. Thus 
Theorem 3.1 settles their conjecture in the submersive case. 
From a geometric point of view, the submersive case is the appropriate 
generalization of real principal type. However numerous examples, applications, 
and special cases have suggested that local solvability could be determined by 
a condition on the principal symbol for the class of complex symbols p of 
principal type [2, 9, 14, 15, 171. Essentially, this means that dp + 0 on p = 0, 
so that dp could have rank 1 (i.e., p not submersive) somewhere on p = 0. 
Nirenberg and Treves have formulated their condition Y under the assumption 
that d,p # 0 (so H, has a nontrivial projection on TM), but the question of 
equivalence of !P with local solvability remains unsettled. Our main concern 
is reformulations of !P which seem natural but are not necessarily associated 
to the solvability problem. Standard methods of Fourier integral operators 
allow one to weaken the assumption d,p f: 0 of p = 0 almost to the general 
assumption of principal type without affecting local solvability [lo, 1 I]. Since 
condition Y is meaningful for general principal-type operators and does not 
change when the above methods are applied, we shall study Y’ in the general 
principal-type case and on general symplectic manifolds. More importantly, 
the assumption d<p + 0 does not really simplify condition !P or its various 
reformulations. 
In contrast to the submersive case, principal-type symbols have rather 
arbitrary characteristic sets. This is where the fundamental problems of studying 
solvability arise. 
To be more precise, at a zero x of a principal-type symbol p, either d(re p) # 0 
or d(imp) f  0. When dp has rank one at x, it is a complex multiple of one of 
these. Thus, near x we can find a smooth nonzero function 4 so that d re(@) # 0; 
in fact by changing q slightly we can assume d im(gp) # 0 as well. By standard 
arguments with pseudodifferential operators [9, 10, 14, 151, local solvability 
when the symbol is p is equivalent to local solvability when the symbol is qp 
-assuming q has been extended as, say, 1 outside a neighborhood of X. The 
origin of our study of condition Y was the Nirenberg-Treves proof that Y 
was also independent of q [ 151. Our reformulation will make this fact transparent 
(see Corollary 5.3). We shall frequently assume, therefore, that rep and imp 
are real principal-type functions when dealing with local questions or questions 
on simply connected sets in 2. 
This generality of p = 0 and the behavior of p near it seems to eliminate 
the role of the normal bundle basic to the submersive case. For example, let 
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v, $ be independent real functions. Then p = gj + i(+” + pj, k > 1, vanishes 
on the codimension 2 submanifold q = 4 = 0, but there H, = (1 + i) H, 
and hence does not generate the normal bundle there. Similarly, p = 0 can 
have an interior as a subset of rep = 0 so that its normal bundle is spanned by 
H, , but has dimension one. In spite of this loss of significance of the normal 
bundle, we shall still be able to define suitable normal closed curves around 
p = 0 that can be used to reformulate Y’. 
Another difference between the real and the complex case comes from the 
fact that even though H,p = 0, H, may be everywhere tangent to the leaves 
of a foliation without the level sets of p being such a foliation. We again take 
p = 9) f  ;($” + p), K > 1, now with (q~, #} > 0. Then H, is tangent to the 
level sets of Q (a codimension 1 foliation), but the level sets of p have 
H, = (I + i) H, as transversals. Moreover, H,p = 0 on p = 0 so one might 
be tempted to claim p = 0 is involutive when in fact it is noninvolutive. 
On the other hand, if we know that p = 0 is an involutive submanifold, 
then H, is a section of its normal bundle which by definition of involutive 
is tangent to p = 0. Hence, it should be clear that in the general principal-type 
case, the intrinsic structure of p = 0 plays a far more important role than the 
Hamiltonian calculus of p and F. 
It is only in the complex submersive case that H, plays a role comparable to 
its role in the real submersive or principal-type case. 
4. SOLV.WILITY CONDITIO~V Y 
In this section we want to state solvability condition Y and introduce several 
new concepts which we feel are central to the invariant meaning of Y. These 
concepts will be given for general closed sets in z and we shall discuss their 
relation to sets of the form p = g, + i+ = 0 where y  and S/J are of real principal 
type. We shall usually assume p has this form. 
We have already suggested in the submersive case that even wken p = 0 
has complicated involutive sets, we can formulate Y in terms of the behavior 
of p on certain closed curves in p $I 0. These were homologous to boundaries 
of relative 2-cycles in L’ which met p = 0 normally and mere oriented by (T. 
We want to extend these special l-cycles to the general case, and we shall 
see that “inrolutive” subsets of the closed set in question are the most trouble- 
some. We hope that our proof of Theorem 5.1 will shed new light on the meaning 
of Y near such involutive points of p = 0. 
DEFINITION 4.1. If  2 is a closed subset of 2, then a szzpmcharacterisfic (s.c.) 
surface of Z is a submanifold r3 Z of codimension 1 in 2. A characteristic 
curve of such a r is called a szrper-bichamcte~~s-istic (s.b.c.) of Z. 
When Z = (95 = 0) and p is of real principal type, Z is the only S.C. surface 
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of itself and it is oriented. Closed subsets of such a set may have many S.C. as 
is the case when 2 = (p = 0} and p is complex submersive. As far as PDE 
is concerned, these S.C. play a role only in a neighborhood of 2. 
Of course, there are many closed sets in ,Z without S.C. Those with interior 
are the most trivial examples. More interesting examples come from the zero 
sets of real functions with critical zeroes at which the Hessian has mixed 
signature. When this arises in the context of PDE, the symplectic manifold is 
too weak a structure to yield much insight. Hence, we ignore such examples. 
We shall therefore assume that our closed set 2 has an S.C. It should be noted 
that even in the most relevant cases, these surfaces need not be orientable. The 
simplest example is the function p = exp i6r(t, cos 0, + ta sin 0,) on 
Z = T*(T”)\O where E are the coordinates of covectors and 19, has period n. 
However, for many purposes in PDE, it is sufficient to consider neighborhoods 
of compact s.b.c. of the characteristic set 2. s.b.c. are curves and hence are 
orientable. The corresponding surface near such a curve is therefore also 
orientable, which means it is the zero set of a real principal-type function. 
These functions play an important role in the construction of parametrices, 
in so far as they exist. 
Moreover, given a general principal-type function p, every s.b.c. of p = 0 
has a contractible neighborhood where we can find a q # 0 so that qp = C+I + i# 
with v  and # of principal type. Thus our standing assumption is valid near s.b.c. 
ofp =o. 
When p = 0 is a manifold of codimension 1, the s.b.c. are bicharacteristics 
in the sense of Hormander [13]. Indeed, near these bicharacteristics, p = qq 
for some real principal-type p. 
In the submersive case where dp has rank 2 on p = 0, every S.C. locally has 
the form re(qp) = 0 where q # 0. Conversely, for any q # 0, re(qp) = 0 is 
a S.C. of p = 0. Topological problems prevent complete equivalence on all of 
p = 0 for every p. Indeed, the local q define a complex line bundle on p = 0 
which may not be trivial. 
The real problem comes from the fact that any closed set with a S.C. is the 
zero set of a complex function p of principal type near any s.b.c. Thus, the 
geometric concept of S.C. corresponds to the algebraic concept of principal type. 
However, for a given p, S.C. of p = 0 are more general than those of the form 
re(qp) = 0. The latter were the ones used by Nirenberg and Treves [14] in 
their study of local solvability. For example, if on T*(R2)\0, p = [r + i~,~& 
and K > 1, then p = 0 i f f  f1 = x1 = 0; thus dp = df, on p = 0. Hence, 
whenever re(qp) is of principal type, it defines the S.C. t1 = 0. Clearly, x1 = 0 
is also a S.C. of p = 0. However, one of the major deficiencies of the Nirenberg- 
Treves formulation of Y is that such S.C. were excluded in the formulation. 
Hence, they were excluded in the proof of invariance of Y when p is multiplied 
by nonzero factors. We shall reformulate Y so that all S.C. are allowed. Lemma 5.2 
amounts to the fact that the invariance theorem extends. 
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To be more explicit, let us now recall condition Y: 
(Y) On the oriented null bicharacteristics of rep, imp does not change 
sign from negative to positive. 
A standard example is p = E1 + ix,“(, which satisfies !?? on T’*(W)\0 i f f  k 
is even. Assume k > 1. On the S.C. xi = 0, p = E1 . Thus, there is no possible 
way of distinguishing the even and odd cases on x1 = 0. However, the main 
point we wish to emphasize about condition Y is that it places a restriction on 
how points where p f  0 may be joined together. Thus, instead of looking at 
a bicharacteristic of x1 = 0, we shall look at a family of bicharacteristici of 
x1 = s parameterized by s near s = 0. For x i f  0 the sign condition reappears. 
Since Y’ is a closed condition, this implies a condition relative to the null 
bicharacteristic when s = 0. 
It should now be somewhat clear why and how we are going to use these 
concepts. For example, we use our prefix super since we are interested in 
bicharacteristics when they leave the zero set of p in so far as condition !P is 
concerned. 
Let us now discuss Y in more detail. On a S.C. surface of the form re(qp) = 0 
the relatively open subset where p # 0 has components of two types depending 
on the sign of im(gp). Condition Y simply states that the oriented characteristic 
flow of re(qp) does not go from a negative component to a positive one. Since !P 
is really a condition about the set p # 0, classical duality theory in topology 
suggests that we replace the study of these components by a study of I-cycles 
in p # 0. However, we must refine this idea somewhat since we are only con- 
cerned with the components that can be joined by supercharacteristics. Thus 
we are only interested in l-cycles in p # 0 which are the boundary of a 2-cell in 
2 which meets p = 0 along s.b.c. (Note that this eliminates the cycles around 
involutive components of p = 0.) 
DEFINITION 4.2. If  Z is a closed subset of .E, a l-cycle in Z\Z is said to be 
normal to Z if it is the boundary of a 2-cell fl in z such that when fl meets Z, 
fl is transversal to some S.C. surface r of Z and /i n r is a bicharacteristic of r 
(and hence on s.b.c. of Z). 
We have used the term normal for the following reason. Near an s.b.c. of Z, 
its S.C. r must have the form v  = 0 for some real principal type v. Since d is 
transversal to r, there is a vector field N along rl A r such that 
0 $; NY = o(N, H,). Since H, is tangent to fl fl X’, the tangent space of /I 
is oriented by LS near /l n r. This orientation is positive if NF > 0 in which 
case the tangent plane of (1 is oriented from N to H, . In the case where 
Z = {p = $ = a] and {$, v,> > 0, fl is homologous in JY with boundaries in 
&ii’ to a 2-cell where N = HJ, . Thus, this is a generalization of the n,ormal 
bundle of the zero set of a submersive complex p. 
By definition, the normal l-cycles of Z form a subgroup -4’ of aHs(E, X:\Z) 
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which in turn is a subgroup of L?r(.E\Z,). I f  2 is an involutive submanifold of 
codimension 2 in 2, every s.b.c. of Z lies in 2 so that Jr = 0. Hence A/ is in 
general a proper subgroup. Also, since the boundaries of 2-cells in E’\Z are 
homologous to 0 in 2, every element of Jr is homologous to a l-cycle in a 
neighborhood of Z. Thus, the requirement that A meet Z along s.b.c. trans- 
versally to their corresponding S.C. is only a restriction on Z itself and we shall 
assume that the s.b.c. is in general position in z\Z. In particular, this provides 
a convenient way of analyzing Z when it is not involutive but has large involutive 
subsets intricately interwoven with noninvolutive subsets. Once an s.b.c. 
enters a maximal involutive subset of Z, it remains there until it reaches a 
noninvolutive subset where it meets Z discretely and in general position. 
In summary, the elements of ~1,‘” are sums of homology classes of G-oriented 
closed curves near Z. But as noted in the previous section, the cr-oriented 
curves around an involutive point may or may not represent an element of N 
(e.g., Z could be everywhere involutive), and even if it does, the orientation 
need not be the same on all its representatives. 
DEFINITION 4.3. An element of JV is oriented if the orientation of each 
representative is the same. We shall set Jv;(z\,Z) to be those cycles which are 
positively oriented by u at Z up to esact cycles in z\Z. 
Thus, for some purposes, it is necessary to single out special generators of N 
which are simple and can be oriented as curves (not cycles). This corresponds 
to the Nirenberg-Treves choice of a nonzero 4 and the use of re(qp) in their 
formulation of Y. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Given a real principal-type function v  on an open set ZJ 
in .E which vanishes on Z n C, an elefnentary nornzal tllpve of Z relatine to y  
is a closed curve y  in U such that: (i) there exists a simply connected set V 
in ,J? and an E > 0 such that y  C V n (-6 < p7 < c}\Z, (ii) there exists a 
bicharacteristic h of v  = 0 such that y  meets y  = 0 transversally at exactly 
two points of A. 
We shall always orient these elementary normal curves so that at the first 
point along the oriented curve A where y  meets 9) = 0, 4p is increasing. This is 
equivalent to homotoping y  in V\Z until it lies in a 2-surface through X which 
is transversal to ‘p = 0 and is positively oriented by o; y  is then oriented 
counterclockwise. (See Fig. 4.1.) 
One must be careful about the orientability of these curves and other repre- 
sentatives of their homology classes of the same type vs the possible non- 
orientability of the corresponding class in J$ r. The subtletly lies in the fact 
that general position transversals can have either orientation even on non- 
involutive codimension 2 submanifolds; it is only the normal bundle which 
can be oriented naturally. The homology class can have representatives relative 
to different S.C. which have opposite orientation. 
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Such is the case when Z = {q = 51, = 0) near a point x 5 Z where dg, and dz$ 
are independent, but (v, $} changes sign. Where (p, z,Lj < 0, the orientation of 
the normal bundle orients normal curves consistently with its homotopic 
elementary normal curve relative to ‘p since H,g? > 0. Where {p, $j > 0, the 
normal bundle orientation is consistent with the elementary normal curves 
relative to $. Thus, although the elementary normal curves at N relative to p 
(or $) are consistently oriented up to homotopy, their homology class in ..V 
is not oriented. 
If  one wants to be more specific about elementary normal curves, one can 
always introduce symplectic coordinates near X so that 91 and its action coordi- 
nate t (i.e., the coordinate defined by the El, flowj are coordinate functions. 
We then take y  to be a square in the v, t plane through A. This is possible up 
to local homotopy in 2?Z near h and is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. 
FIGURE 4.1 
Considering p as a mapping of 2 to C, there is a natural induced map p, on 
H,(p + 0) to H,(C\O). The positively orientable cycles ,V+jc\Oj of H,(C’!O), 
are sums of closed curves with positive winding number around 0. Condition Y 
amounts to p4 reversing orientation. 
TNEOREM 5.1. Let p be of primipad type or, Z. p satisjies YJ ~8 
p,Jfqp f  0) n X+(C\O) = !z . 
Proof ,Issume p satisfies Y? Given a positively oriented cycle in p + 0, it 
suffices to consider each summand and assume that it is in a sufficiently sma’i1 
neighborhood of an s.b.c. Thus, we can assume there is a real principal-type 
function v  which vanishes when p does and that y  is a closed curve in p f  0 
transversal to 9 = 0 along a single bicharacteristic A. Again writing y  as a sum 
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of closed curves, we may assume that y  is elementary relative to 9. Assume 
that p,y has positive winding number about 0 in C. Then so does (qp).+.y for 
any q # 0. Since the statement of !P assumes implicitly that some q has been 
chosen so that d re(qp) + 0 on the region of interest (which is always possible 
when Z = T*lJ\O, d,p # 0 on p = 0, and U is a sufficiently small open set), 
we can assume that !P holds for qp and d re(qp) # 0 near h. Once our equivalence 
is established, then the invariance !P under nonzero multiples follows easily 
and will be stated as Corollary 5.2. So, for simplicity, we shall assume d(rep) # 0 
near A. In fact there is a vector field X near h so that X rep # 0. 
Next recall that we may assume that X and v  are in general position where 
they meet y, since y  lies in p f  0. Thus, we may assume that rep f  0 and 
{v, rep} # 0 near the ends of X. Let fl be the 2-surface through h transversal 
to v  = 0 with y  = &I. I f  rep does not change sign on X, then we may homotope 
fl in the direction of X or -X so that rep # 0 on h. But q~ # 0 on A\X SO 
that fl would then be homotopic to a 2-cell in Z\{p = 01. Hence p,fl would 
have a trivial class in H,(C, C\O), contrary to assumption. 
So, we have that rep changes sign on X. We can by decomposing y  into a 
sum assume that the sign of rep is different at the ends X, and & of h. Since 
a change of sign of v  reverses X but not y, we shah for definiteness assume that 
rep changes from negative to positive on h. Now, construct a “tube” neigh- 
borhood N of h defined by the flow of H, through a contractible neighborhood 
of hi in rep = rep(&) to a neighborhood of & in rep = rep(&). (Recall that 
H, rep = {v, rep} + 0 near Xi and h, .) Let 9 be the codimension 2 submanifold 
defined by v  = 0 and rep = rep(&). (When ,Z has dimension 2, this is a point.) 
The curves of Ha through 9 each meet rep = 0, sometimes at many points. 
By Sard’s theorem applied to the map 9 back along the -H, flow from rep = 0 
to 4, there is an open dense set W in 9 where 9 is regular. By a homotopy 
on fl in the direction of any curve in 4 through hi and transported to X by the 
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H, flow, we can replace A by another 2-cell so that &4 still satisfies all the 
foregoing assumptions, while A n (9' = 0). is a bicharacteristic through W; 
i.e., we can assume that h is regular relative to rep = 0. This implies that at 
any nonisolated point of h n (rep = 0}, H, and H,,, are dependent. Indeed, 
since h is regular, there are codimension 2 vectors independent from H, which 
are tangent to rep = 0 and 9) = 0. But h is tangent to rep = 0 and v  = 0 at 
nonisolated points, so 3, = 0 and rep = 0 are tangent. This implies that dy 
and d rep are dependent there, so H, and Hre, are dependent. 
This shows that each point of X where rep = 0, and H, and Hrep are inde- 
pendent, must be isolated. It follows that the codimension 2 manifold 
rep = 9) = 0 cannot be involutive in any neighborhood of such a point. In 
fact, the noninvolutive points of rep = 9) = 0 are open and dense near such 
points. Thus, if rep changed sign at some point of X n (rep = 0) where H, 
and Hrer, were independent, then by general position of h we may assume 
(9, rep) # 0 there and we may homotope a piece of A to an elementary normal 
curve relative to rep with boundary y0 in p f  0. For example: we have illustrated 
such a curve in the transverial plane of H, , Hre, in Fig. 5.2. 
FIGURE 5.2 
Thus, it remains to consider the case where rep changes sign along X only 
at points where H, and H,,, are parallel. Recall that if we reverse the sign of y, 
the orientation of h reverses but the orientation of y  does not, so we may as 
well assume that H, and Hre, have the same direction at points where rep 
changes from negative to positive. Note that we do not in general know that 
such points are isolated, but HreD is tangent to X between appropriate limit 
points of the sets rep < 0 and rep > 0. If  follows that the elementary normal 
curves of y  near such points of X are homotopic to elementary normal curves 
of rep. This homotopy can be constructed in 9) f  0 transversally to A so that y 
passes through the null bicharacteristic of rep instead of A. Projecting along this 
transversal we have the diagram (Fig. 5.3) for the boundary y1 of a piece of A: 
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FIGURE 5.3 
Summarizing our proof so far, we have first shown that whenp&+(p # 0) n 
JV+(C\O) + .D, then the hypotheses of the following Lemma hold, and we then 
proceeded to prove the Lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. If y  is an elementary normal closed curve to (p = 01 relative 
to p such that p,y has positive winding number around’ 0, then there exists an 
elementary normal closed curve 7 relative to rep so that p,q has positive winding 
number around 0. 
Let us remind the reader that the proof decomposes the homology class of y  
into a sum of elementary normal curves relative to v, one of which still has the 
positive winding number and is homotopic to an elementary normal curve 
relative to rep. In general, it is not true that elementary normal curves relative 
to different functions are homotopic. For examples, see our discussion on the 
orientability problems of elements of N. 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 5.1. Assume we have a normal 
closed curve y  relative to rep such that p,y has a positive winding number 
around 0. We can assume that y  has four smooth pieces, two transversal to a 
null bicharacteristic X and two consisting of bicharacteristics of rep near X. 
The latter two are distinguished by the sign of rep, and rep is constant on them. 
Thus, the former two have images in C which cross the imaginary axis, but 
FIGURE 5.4 
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not at 0. Since p,r has positive winding number, imp must change from negative 
to positive along the null bicharacteristic X of re p. 
Conversely, suppose p,~fll;(p f  0) n AQC\O) = !Z. Let h be a null 
bicharacteristic of rep on which imp changes from negative tc positive. 
Construct an elementary normal curve y  relative to rep which consists of four 
pieces. At hi construct a curve on which rep increases and imp < 0. From this 
initial curve construct bicharacteristics of rep which end in a contractible 
neighborhood of & where imp > 0. Choose two of these bicharacteristics 
where rep has opposite sign and join their endpoints. It is easy to see that p,): 
has winding number +I around 0. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If p is complex a& has principal type on Z and q + 0, then 
on the set where rep and re(qp) are of principal type, p satisfies Y @ qp satisjiies Y. 
Proof. For any closed curve y  in p f  0 which is a boundary of a 2-cell in .X, 
p,>~ and (qp)*y have the same winding number around 0. 
We remarked earlier that nonorientability implied nonsolvability in the 
submersive case. 
COROLLARY 5.4. If p satisjies Y on Z, then eoery cycle ii1 N(p f  0) is 
orientable. 
P~.oof. Let y  be a nonorientable cycle in JV. Then y  is the boundary of a 
2-cell /l with at least one component whose orientation is different at different 
points where -4 meets p = 0. Assume 11 is such a connected 2-surface. Choose 
one orientation of fl near where it meets Z. If  p,r had trivial winding number 
around zero, then as in Theorem 5.1 we may homotope 11 into p f  0 so that 
y  = 0, hence orientable. Thus pjryo has nonzero winding number for each 
normai c!osed curve y,, in (1. Since d is oriented, this must always be of one 
sign. But, the orientation induced by the S.C. where 11 meets p = 0 has both 
signs. IIence, ‘P is violated near one of the normal closed curves around p = 0. 
The standard proof of invariance of Y under multiplication by nonzero 
factors [15] was based on elimination of the dependence of the imaginary part 
on the real part, a proof that factors close to one were not important, and the 
flow invariant theorem of Brezis [21]. The essential difference between our 
proof and theirs is our use of general position arguments. The main points 
are contained in Lemma 5.2. It is possible to prove the invariance theorem 
(Corollary 5.3) directly without winding numbers by repeated application of the 
following lemma. Its proof will not be given. It follows immediately from the 
invariance theorem, or by a straightforward modification of the proof of 
Lemma 52. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let q~ and 4 be of real pl-incipal type on I-‘. Then there is a .nuEE 
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bicharacteristic of IJJ on zohich I,L goes from negative to positive a# there is a null 
bicharacteristic of # on which v  goes from positive to negative. 
(Note that the above is a negation of Y for v  + i# and for -iF + #.) 
6. PROOF OF LOCAL SOLVABILITY IN THE SUBMER~IVE CASE 
Here we wish to provide the details of the proof of Theorem 3.1 that did not 
follow from standard arguments. 
Recall that by micro-local partitions of unity we may assume that p = 0 
is a connected manifold of codimension 2 [IO, 12, 151. (We assumep submersive 
near p = 0.) The case that remained unsettled was where p = 0 was not 
involutive and p reversed orientation. By a micro-local change of coordinates, 
which can be implemented by a Fourier integral symmetry [lo], we can assume 
that p = ,$, + i#, near p = 0. Here &!J is independent of d[, . For simplicity, 
we use t in place of x, and call the remaining coordinates x. We may assume 
that # = #(t, x, 5) [15]. 
THEOREM 6.1. If Q!J is a symbol of degree 1 in x, and ;ffor each x, [, #(t, x, e) 
does not change from negative to positive, then (a/at) - z,Qt, x, DZ) is locally 
solvable. 
Proof. For definiteness, assume z/ changes sign at t = 0. It suffices to prove 
the a priori estimate 
for I’ sufficiently small and [a, b] a sufficiently small interval with 0 inside. 
By the connectivity of p = 0, and the above remarks, the fact that p reverses 
orientation implies that #(a, x, t) 3 0 while #(b, x, c) < 0. For each E > 0. 
(a/at) - #(t, x, DZ) + Et 1 D, 1 is noninvolutive. (Note that 5 -# 0 on region of 
interest.) Since #(a, x, 0 - Ea I t ] > 0 and #(b, x, [) - Eb 1 t 1 < 0, these 
operators satisfy condition Y. Moreover, by Sard’s theorem, there is an open 
dense set of E where #(t, x, 8) = d I f  I defines a smooth manifold near the 
characteristic set. In this case, Nirenberg and Treves have, by constructing an 
antiderivative of 4 for each x, 5, shown that 
for u E C,,m([a, b] x I’), where c depends only on the length of [a, b], and can 
be chosen independent of a, 6, I’, and E, whenever this length is sufficiently 
small [15]. Letting E + 0, we have the desired estimate. 
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